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9th March 2018 

On Wednesday 7th March Key Stage 2 had an afternoon learning all about the UK Parliament. A lady called 

Jillian led an assembly during which we found out what it is like to be an MP. We discovered what        

happens in the Houses of Parliament and discussed our views on some laws that have recently been 

passed. Eskiah, Jack and Chloe brought this to life by representing the House of Commons, House of Lords 

and the Queen. Chloe even got to wear a crown!  

Years 4 and 5 enjoyed a follow up workshop led by Jillian. Year 4 took part in a heated debate about 

whether or not homework should be banned. Can you guess which side won? Tilly made a great Speaker, 

calling for order if the debate got too noisy! We all agreed it was a very informative afternoon and many 

of us would consider becoming an MP in the future. 
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We hope the special ladies in our lives enjoyed their early gift today for Mother’s Day.  We were very 

lucky to have a visit on Wednesday from ‘Little Chefs Big Chefs’ where the children all made their own 

special carrot and apple muffin.  They were really proud of their cakes and decorated them beautifully 

today.  We hope they tasted as good as they looked!   
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Diary Dates Spring 2018 

Friday 16th March: Group of pupils to sample local river pollution levels with the Riverfly Trust 

Monday 19th March: Stone Age Cooking for Year 3 

Tuesday 27th March: Year 4 trip to the Bowes Museum (Ancient Greek Workshop) 

Wednesday 28th March: Primary Choir Festival at Barrington. Parents welcome from 4pm 

Thursday 29th March: Easter details to be confirmed. 

Lent club continued on Monday where we remembered all of the promises God gives to us and            

decorated some rocks as a visual reminder of how we can rely on him when things around us change. 

Stars of the Week 

Reception: Frankie M for his hard work and beautiful writing. 

Year 1: Frankie W for a fantastic attitude all week. 

Year 2: Damon S for great reading and Georgia M for lovely writing. 

Year 3: Jack S for a fantastic attitude and working hard in Maths. 

Year 4: Neive B for having a positive attitude and never giving up! 

Year 5: Charlie P for brilliant work in French. 

Year 6: Gregory H for showing great improvement in all areas of 

Maths. 


